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Description
Platinium is an office building with a total lettable area of 9,645 square
meters . It was completed in August 2005. Basement offers its guests
48 parking spaces. On the ground floor there is a central reception ,
bank branch , retail space , dining room and restaurant , business café,
art gallery and passage into the courtyard of the building. Here is
situated covered parking for 58 cars and entrance to the underground
floors with garages.

Also, the first floor is directly accessible from the first floor parking ( in
the courtyard of the building for 59 cars), up the stairs to gain access to
the central reception . The second to fifth floors are designed solely as
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office space throughout the entire depth of the building - this floor are
identical in plan . The last , sixth floor consists of luxurious office space
with terraces on both long sides of the building with spectacular views
of the city . All seven floors of the building passes through two
communication cores with lifts, stairs and bathrooms, which can divide
each floor into independent units.

Description of Location
Platinium administrative center is located in one of the most attractive
city of Brno, in the natural center of academic and executive bodies and
in close proximity to one of the landmarks of the city - the three largest
office buildings in the street Šumavská .

Extraordinary this site in terms of traffic network availability of public
transport - both in the city and from other parts of the city . Platinium
administrative center is located within easy reach of feeder roads to
Prague , Olomouc , Vienna and Bratislava.

Occupancy Rate: -

Financial Information
Office Rental Fee: -

Service Charge: -

Min. Rental Period: 36 month

Financial Guarantee: -

Rent Calculator »

Parking
Type of Parking Spaces Parking Fee

Surface Parking 117 slots -

Underground 48 slots -

Additional Info
Year of Construction: -

Year of Renovation: -

Tenants: ČSOB, KPMG Česká Republika,
CYRRUS, GENERALI Pojištovna
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Services

Specifications
Technical details

Building provided services

Lift

Bar Cashpoint (ATM) Restaurant Retail area
Public Parking

Air-conditioning system HVAC Alarm system Smoke/heat detectors

Security Reception desk

Lift
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